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As a person who is really interested in social networks, the trend of
creating business-oriented Whatsapp groups on LinkedIn takes my attention. In
this trend, someone is creates a Whatsapp group and announces it on LinkedIn.
Then other people drop a comment below with their phone number, state that
they want to join that group. Afterwards the creator of the group adds them
to the group one by one.
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In case you ask “What is the problem with that?” First of all; LinkedIn is a
business-oriented social network and on there, you share various of
information about your company and your position in that company, about your
job and your workplace. We know that people with bad intentions about hacking
a firm and intelligence agencies, target employees. Recent example to this
would be; the documents leaked by Edward Snowden, we learned that U.S.A
intelligence agency NSA and British intelligence service GCHQ hacked the
emails and Facebook accounts of Gemalto’s employees in 2010, which is a
global sim card manufacturer firm, to steal the sim card encryption keys.
With this data, we can’t even imagine what they are doing in this century.
Apart from intelligence agencies, we see that people with bad intensions
target smart phones and also they target even smart watches.

In the past, the worst thing that can happen to you when you share your
number on internet and/or any other platform would be some psycho disturbing
you by calling you in the middle of the night and maybe waking you up. But in
this era, the worst thing that can happen is very different (On my Evil Pi
article I simulated how to abuse the Android phones that contains
vulnerability). That psycho can turn into a hacker and those people, now, are
able to steal all off your personal information.

On Black Hat information security conference that took place on August 5th of
2015, details of a vulnerability that affects more than 950 million android
devices has been shown by Joshua Drake (@jduck). To exploit this
vulnerability, (to hack phones/tablets) knowing target’s phone number and
sending a MMS with the exploit code or sending a link of a video in mp4
format is enough.

Even though Google instantly publishes the patches for Android OS, to
download it to your phone it is required to wait for manufacturer firm (like
Samsung) to make that patch downloadable to its phones. So although Google
make patches after one dat the vulnerability is found, it is also mandatory
for manufacturers to act really fast.

With the research of a firm named Exodus, it has been seen that Google
couldn’t actually remove the vulnerability with that patch. It seems that
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even on best case scenario we are not going to be able to install this patch
before September.

Does that mean ‘we are going to sit there and do nothing?’ No. First of all;
we can determine whether we are affected by this vulnerability or not with
StageFright Detector tool.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zimperium.stagefrightdetector




Secondly; MMS is not the only attacking vector but it is the easiest one to
exploit. So, to prevent the attacks coming from this vector, you can disable
automatically retrieve an MMS option on your Android OS (Even if you disable
it, when you manually receive those MMS’s, don’t forget that your device can
still get hacked).

You can follow the steps below to prevent your device retrieving the MMS
automatically.

For Android; Settings -> Messages -> Multimedia Messages (MMS) -> Auto
Retrieve
For Google Hangouts; Hangouts -> Settings -> SMS -> Auto Retrieve MMS

If you are a Samsung user, you can also install the MMS Control application
that is being launched by Samsung itself.

These steps shown above is not going to cover the vulnerability like a patch
and Google says that it is not likely that this vulnerability can be abused
to hack many phones because of the ASLR (address space layout randomization)
security measure that came with in Android 4.0 “Ice Cream Sandwich”. However
it is always good to be careful until the patch comes out.

Finally, the fact that the cell phone numbers is enough to exploit the
vulnerabilities of smartphones, can lead hackers to target the employees to
be able hack the firm. For this reason, it is a good thing to be cautious
even while sharing the phone numbers.

Hope to see you on the next article. I wish secure days to everyone.

Update: On 09.09.2015, exploit code for CVE-2015-1538 vulnerability has been
published.
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